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The INTARESE Project

The aim:

- To develop, test and apply a methodology for integrated assessment of health risks from environmental stressors, in order to support policy in the EU

Deliverables:

- Conceptual framework for assessment
- Generic methods and tools
- Testing and demonstration of integrated assessments
- Operational toolbox (assessment system)
- User network and training

The partnership:

- 33 partner institutions from 14 countries
- Universities, national ministries/government agencies, industry
- 7 sub-projects, 24 work packages
Rationale

1. Modern environmental health problems are complex
   - Multiple hazards, pathways and primary/secondary effects
   - Combined and cumulative exposures
   - Low relative risks but potentially large public health effects
   - Nesting of local and global problems
   - Entanglement of acute and chronic effects
   - Variations in susceptibility and adaptability of population

2. Traditional methods of risk assessment are inadequate
   - Assessments must cross traditional boundaries of policy, science and expertise
   - Assessments must show links within environment-health system and opportunities to intervene
   - Assessments must be comprehensive and consistent but adaptable to local circumstance
Principles

1. Implies capability to integrate assessment of risks
   - Source to ultimate impact
   - Different environmental hazards, pathways and media
   - Different health effects and population groups
   - Different policy areas and responsibilities
   - Different spatial and temporal scale

2. Knowledge and data are imperfect
   - Make best possible use of available data and knowledge
   - Recognise and report uncertainties
   - Users must be willing to face up to complexity and uncertainty (precautionary approaches)

3. Perceptions of, and responses to, risk depend on the perspective of the observer
   - Issue framing is crucial – how we define a problem defines the assessment
   - Stakeholders must be involved if they are to trust outcomes of assessment
Who Needs Integrated Assessment and Why?

1. Key users
   - EU policy-makers
   - International agencies (e.g. WHO, UNEP, World Bank)
   - Voluntary organisations (e.g. FoE)
   - National governmental agencies, environment/health ministries
   - Industry (e.g. oil, chemicals, insurance)
   - Researchers and risk assessors (e.g. epidemiology, toxicology, environmental science, risk management)

2. Applications
   - Environmental burden of disease assessment
   - Priority setting
   - Performance analysis (policy, technology etc)
   - Scenario analysis (policy, technology etc)
   - Liability assessment
   - Risk management
   - Public information and participation
Some Working Definitions

1. Integrated assessment
   - The assessment and reporting of collective (health) risks and impacts across different hazards, exposure pathways, spatial areas or scales, time periods and/or policy areas, in a consistent and comparable manner

2. Health risks
   - Probability and distribution across the population of possible adverse health effects arising from exposures to environmental stressors

3. Health impacts
   - The potential public health burden and associated social consequences, in terms of morbidity, mortality and monetary or other costs

4. Environmental stressor
   - Any environmental source, agent or process that has the potential adversely to affect human health
The integrating principle
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The Full Chain Framework

Sources
- Agents
  - Gases
  - Solids
  - Chemicals/solutes
  - Energy
- Activities
  - Natural
    - (rocks, soil, atmospheric, extra-terrestrial)
  - Anthropogenic
    - (extraction, processing, distribution, storage)

Releases
- Ejection
- Corrosion/corrosion
- Discharge
- Leakage
- Dumping

Media
- Air
  - Transport
    - Diffusion
    - Mass transfer
- Water
  - Etc
  - Soil

Exposure
- Settings
  - Indoor
  - Ambient
  - Occupational etc

Dose
- Absorbed
- Target organ
- Effective

Health effects
- Sub-clinical
- Morbidity
- Mortality

Population
- Distribution
- Time-activity

Exposures
- Inhalation
- Dermal contact
- Ingestion

Transformation
- Sorting
- Deposition
- Chemical reactions
- Abrasion

Vulnerability
- DALYs/QALYs
- Costs/Benefits
- Perceptions etc
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An Example of the Full Chain Framework: Road Traffic
An Example of the Full Chain Framework: Noise

- Industry
  - Aircraft
  - Domestic activities
    - Road traffic

Noise emissions → Noise levels
  - Indoor
  - Ambient

Exposures
  - Occupational
  - Domestic
    - Ambient

Health effects
  - Hearing damage
  - Cardiovascular illness
  - Sleep disturbance
  - Annoyance

Time activity patterns
Population sensitivity

Mortality
Morbidity
Economic costs
Social costs
Quality of life
Values and priorities
Assessment Methodology

1. Source-exposure
   - Source activity + Release + Dispersion/decay + Exposure + Intake
   - Exposure modelling
   - Source attribution

2. Exposure-health effect
   - Dose-response functions, toxicology
   - Systematic review
   - Expert elicitation

3. Risk characterisation
   - Exposure – health effect – secondary impacts (e.g. costs)
   - Indicator specification
   - Risk communication

4. Uncertainty analysis
   - Conceptualisation – measurement – modelling – reporting - interpretation
   - Error propagation
   - Uncertainty reporting
Integrated risk assessment depends on the availability of reliable and consistent data throughout the source-impact chain

1. Monitoring and modelling
   - Environmental - personal, in-situ, satellite
   - Biomonitoring – biomarkers of exposure, susceptibility and effect
   - Health surveillance – baseline rates, verification

2. Adequacy assessment
   - Relevance and sensitivity – links to health
   - Quality – accuracy, representativeness, coverage, resolution
   - Inter-operability – consistency, comparability, connectivity
   - Accessibility – access facilities, costs, confidentiality

3. Enhancement
   - Good practice guidance
   - Linkage and inter-conversion
   - Gap-filling
   - New technologies
Policy Assessments: Rationale and Themes

1. Rationale
   - Test and enhance assessment methodology
   - Demonstrate assessments
   - First approximations for policy issues
   - Selected to represent different types of issue from different perspectives

2. Policy themes
   - Road transport
   - Housing
   - Agriculture
   - Drinking water
   - Household hazardous chemicals
   - Solid waste
   - Climate
Policy Assessments: Housing

- Energy efficiency
- Increased temperature
- ENERGY USE
  - Lower fuel use & cost
  - Reduced emissions

- VENTILATION
  - Altered ventilation
  - Indoor air quality
    - Mould growth
    - Cardio-respiratory illness
    - Winter morbidity/mortality

- WARMTH
  - Increased temperature
    - Thermal comfort
    - Psycho-social well-being
    - Nutrition
  - Use of space
    - Social interaction
    - Sense of control
  - Increased disposable income

- Local and global environmental impacts
Policy Assessments: Drinking Water

Exposure routes
- Ground
- Surface
- Re-used Water
  e.g. As, Ca, Mg, U, Br

Source water

Water treatment

Water treatment method

DBPs

Agriculture
  - Industry
  - Pharmaceuticals
  - Households
  e.g. nitrates, EDCs, pathogens, pesticides

Water shortage

Climate change

Regulation

Population growth including migration and mass tourism

Other disease factors
  e.g. age, socio-economic status, genetics etc.

Personal Behaviour
  e.g. showering, ingestion etc.

Disease:
- Cancer
- Reproductive
- Infectious

Exposure routes
- Taste/odour

Water treatment method

Water distribution

Drinking water

Water treatment

Food

Waste water

Aging material

Contamination
  e.g. PAHs, Pb, pathogens

Other disease factors
  e.g. age, socio-economic status, genetics etc.
The Assessment Toolbox: Purpose

To provide a means of doing integrated risk assessment long after the INTARESE project has been completed:

- a guidance system for integrated risk assessment
- access to generic information and knowledge
- examples and case studies of integrated risk assessment
- a set of tools for integrated risk assessment
- a platform for risk communication and stakeholder participation
The Assessment Toolbox:
Description

1. Components and functionality
   - Manual/tutorial for integrated risk assessment
   - Descriptions/results of previous studies
   - Core data (population, baseline health data etc)
   - Exposures (population distributions/profiles, hazard maps etc)
   - Dose-response functions
   - Links to external data and models
   - Framework builder (for issue framing)
   - Indicator calculator (DALYs, attributable risks, intake fractions etc)
   - Display system (maps, graphs, tables etc)

2. Operational design
   - Web-based or stand-alone
   - Menu driven
The Assessment Toolbox?
The Assessment Toolbox?
Challenges and Issues

1. The limits of science

- Dose-response functions
- Linkage of epidemiological and toxicological data
- Combined exposures
- Quantifying uncertainty in a complex world
- Early warning and emerging issues

2. The limits of monitoring

- Sampling density and coverage (e.g. personal monitoring, biomarkers)
- Specificity versus generality (e.g. biomarkers)
- Spatial and temporal resolution (e.g. health data, environmental surveys)
- Consistency of practice (e.g. personal monitoring, exposure modelling)

3. The limits of risk communication and use

- Indicators: the ‘cart before the horse’
- Understanding of uncertainty: precaution or prevarication
- Evidence-based policy: from evidence to action
For More Information

Visit the INTARESE website

www.intarese.org

And if you would like to be involved as a user

Contact s.udondem@imperial.ac.uk
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